Ford Surges to 20-Year High on Optimism Over Electric F-150
by Keith Naughton
Jan. 4, 2022 – Ford Motor Co. stock surged to a 20-year high, after doubling factory capacity for its battery-powered F-150 Lightning pickup.  It is a sign of its optimism that electric vehicles could grow to 10% of the U.S. market this year.
The carmaker said Tuesday that it’s capitalizing on soaring demand by raising F-150 Lightning capacity to 150,000 trucks a year.  Ford plans to start taking orders on Jan. 6 for the model going on sale this spring.  It’s the 2nd time Ford has doubled production of the plug-in pickup; it received nearly 200,000 non-binding reservations.
Ford shares rose 12% in New York, the biggest gain in the S&P 500.  The automaker’s market value of $97.2 billion is closing in on $100 billion, exceeding the valuations of General Motors Co. and Rivian Automotive Inc.  GM also gained Tuesday.  Its share price rose 7.5% after saying that the computer-chip shortage that hurt sales in 2021 should ease this year.
Demand has exceeded Ford’s expectations and shows U.S. consumers are ready to embrace electric vehicles, Kumar Galhotra, Ford’s president of the Americas and international markets, said on Bloomberg Television.  Battery-powered models represented 2.7% of U.S. auto sales in 2021, up from 1.8% in 2020, according to researcher LMC Automotive.
“Based on the demand we are seeing for our vehicles, and the rest of the industry is seeing, it feels like the demand is certainly there” for EVs to be 10% of the U.S. market, Galhotra said.  “But the question will be how quickly can we -- all of us -- execute to build capacity to meet that demand.”
The company will be able to build 600,000 EVs annually by 2024 and will have more factory capacity coming on line in 2025, as it opens battery plants and an assembly plant in Tennessee and Kentucky.  Chief Executive Officer Jim Farley is accelerating iFord’s push into EVs.  Ford is also doubling capacity at the Mexican plant building the electric Mustang Mach-E.
“Between the Covid crisis and the chip crisis, the entire industry has struggled to produce at the levels that we were producing,” Galhotra said.  “You take those 2 twin crises, and then as we’re transforming the company to go from internal combustion engines to battery electric vehicles, gauging demand has been a real trick.”
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